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executive summary
We hope residents and interested parties will read this Character
Assessment and come to realise just what a wonderful place Little
Hadham is. As shown in this Assessment, the Parish has hardly changed
in over 140 years, with very minimal and slow growth. We have a huge
number of historic buildings, 131 of which have been Listed.
We sit on the edge of the Green Belt and enjoy the protection of
three Conservation areas.
As a result the various settlements in the Parish are neatly contained
and have resisted sprawl with each hamlet comfortably ‘peeking’ out
of the countryside.
Located on the edge of Bishop’s Stortford, with its excellent transport
links and schools, yet in such a quiet, unlit, rural setting with a choice
of historic properties, Little Hadham is truly a desirable place to live.
It is, therefore more important than ever that we properly record the
Character of the Parish in order to protect Little Hadham from over
development, but also to give guidance on style and form for the
limited development that might come through.
The key conclusions and recommendations set out the guidance neatly
but we recommend a thorough read to fully appreciate what a special
place Little Hadham is.
Little Hadham Parish Council
& The Neighbourhood Plan Group
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1. INTRODUCTION
Character assessments record the special qualities that give an area its
sense of place and unique identity. They are widely recognised as useful tools,
helping to aid the planning, design and management of future development
in a particular locality.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) recognises the value of local
distinctiveness and supports the use of characterisation studies, such as
character assessments, to underpin and inform planning policy. Specifically,
paragraph 58 of the NPPF states that:
‘Local and neighbourhood plans should develop robust and comprehensive
policies that set out the quality of development that will be expected for the
area. Such policies should be based on stated objectives for the future of
the area and an understanding and evaluation of its defining characteristics.
Planning policies and decisions should aim to ensure that developments:
respond to local character and history, and reflect the identity of local
surroundings and materials, while not preventing or discouraging
appropriate innovation’.
This Character Assessment, prepared by Little Hadham Parish Council,
provides an overview of the key qualities and characteristics that define the
Parish of Little Hadham. It has been prepared in support of a larger project
– the production of the Little Hadham Neighbourhood Plan. Once adopted,
the Neighbourhood Plan will be used by East Herts Council when considering
planning applications for development within the local area.
This Character Assessment will support the design and character policies
progressed within the Little Hadham Neighbourhood Plan. It is intended
to be used by developers, architects, designers, planners, and the local
community to help to ensure that all future development and change in
Little Hadham is not only of high design quality, but is also appropriate and
complementary to the distinct and special character of the Parish.
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2. aSSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
Recognising that the character of any settlement
is formed by more than just the appearance of the
buildings which occupy it, this Character Assessment
considers a broad range of influences, including:

considered. This approach can also help to identify
opportunities where local character might be
reinforced and enhanced.

•

Historical evolution of the area;

In preparing this Character Assessment, the
following approaches to understanding and
documenting the character of the Parish of
Little Hadham have been progressed:

•

Landscape setting;

•

•

Structure, spacing and layout;

- Analysis of historic and recent mapping;

•

Vegetation and planting;

•

Townscape and built form;

•

Landmarks;

•

Views and vistas; and

- Review of existing evidence, including the East
Herts District Landscape Character Assessment
SPD (2007) and the Little Hadham Parish
Conservation Area Appraisals and Management
Plans (2014); and

•

Streetscape.

While the primary objective of this assessment is
to identify the qualities and positive characteristics
of the Parish of Little Hadham, where appropriate,
existing development which fails to contribute
positively to the character of the area is
also highlighted. The identification of negative
forms of development ensures that a holistic
assessment of the local character is presented
and that all key aspects of local character are

Desktop research, including:

- Identification of designated Heritage Assets.
•

Detailed onsite survey of the village, including
photographic and written records of key
characteristics and features.

•

Discussion with members of the
local community.

Prior to undertaking the above research and
survey work, members of Little Hadham Parish
Council and others from the local community:

•

attended a character assessment training
workshop given by a chartered town planner
who specialises in design and character
assessment; and

•

reviewed Planning Aid England guidance on
the preparation of character assessments.

The above training and resources provided
the Parish Council with the requisite skills and
understanding to progress a robust character
assessment of the Parish of Little Hadham.
The Little Hadham Parish Conservation Area
Appraisals and Management Plans (2014), have
proved a particularly useful resource in the
preparation of this document. It was prepared by
East Herts Council as part of a wider programme of
Conservation Area appraisal work. This Character
Assessment report draws heavily on the content
of the Little Hadham Parish Conservation
Area Appraisals and Management Plans, and
builds on its content through the inclusion of
additional photography, mapping, observations
and commentary, to produce a comprehensive,
Parish wide assessment of the local character.
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3. HISTORY AND EVOLUTION
Located near the historic town of Bishop’s Stortford, Little Hadham nestles along the
banks of the Ash and contains many timber framed cottages and farmhouses.
You can also find remains of a windmill in the fields between Little Hadham and Albury
End. The well-equipped village hall is home to the Hadham Players, a playgroup, Post
Office and Doctors Surgery.
The medieval St Cecilia’s Church, was reconstructed in the late 14th or 15th century
and apparently the Bishop of London is still patron. In the Church is a memorial stone
to Arthur, Lord Capel, who was executed for treason and hanged on March 9th 1649.
An ardent Royalist during the Civil War, he was sent to the Tower of London after
being captured by Parliamentarians. He escaped but was re-arrested and one of his last
requests was for his heart to be buried with King Charles I. The Bishop of Winchester
preserved it in a silver box and gave it to Charles ll when he was restored to the throne.
It is believed the King sent it to Capel’s son, the first Earl of Essex because in 1703 a
heart in a silver box was found at Hadham Hall. It was transferred to Cassiobury, near
Watford, where the family later lived, but its whereabouts since are unknown.
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Hadham Hall was the family home of the Capels, who became the Earls of Essex under
Charles II. The Hall was in fact the entrance range of an Elizabethan house that was
built around a large courtyard. It is thought that Queen Elizabeth I once stayed there.

Evolution of the Parish
The name Hadham is of Anglo-Saxon origin, derived from Hadda’s Ham, the farmstead
or settlement founded by Hadda, an Anglo-Saxon chieftain.
About 2000 years ago the site was settled by the Catuvellauni, one of the Belgic tribes.
Although they were hut dwellers, their success as cattle breeders enabled them to
take advantage of the Roman way of life. Artefacts found at Hadham Hall suggest that
they plastered the walls of their huts, ate from expensive ‘Samian Ware’ pottery and
imported wine and olive oil from Europe. The site appears to have been abandoned
towards the end of the 1st century AD when the inhabitants moved off to settle in the
nearby valley towns of Bishop’s Stortford or Braughing.
Around 43 AD, the Roman invasion north to Colchester was led by Claudius who
probably built Stane Street, a major Roman Road which linked Londinium (London) to
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Camalodunum (Colchester) via Braughing. Roman
remains at Hadham Hall and the Ash suggest it was
a stopping place for Roman troops. Archaeological
evidence of Anglo-Saxon occupation has been found
at both sites.

others built but not on the scale of nearby villages
such as Standon, Puckeridge and Much Hadham.
Of the original facilities, only one pub remains, The
Nag’s Head; gone too are the rural trades – the
thatchers, wheelwrights, ropemakers, blacksmiths,
and carpenters and even a coffin-maker. In their
William the Conqueror seized ownership from the
place have come a part-time Post Office instead
Anglo Saxons of what is now called Little Hadham
of a full-time one, also gone is the local shop and
in 1066 after his successful battle at Hastings. The
land was already settled, as the first documentation Congregational Chapel. In the 1960s there was a
of Little Hadham comes from the Domesday Book doctor’s consulting room in a private house and in
of 1086 where there are two entries under Hadham the 1970’s a new village hall was opened for village
Parva, the first being land owned by Abbey of Ely and organisations and accommodating both the subnow known as The Ash. The second was owned by Post Office and the consulting room. Occasional
William, with the Tenant in Chief being the Bishop of buses run to neighbouring towns.
London. Part of the Edwinstree Hundred, Hadham Traffic has increased over the years on the A120
Parva was large with 48 houses and 6 geld units
through the village; a new bypass to the north of the
recorded in the Domesday Book. William Baud is
village will soon solve congestion and disturbance
recorded as Lord of Hadham.
and will also alleviate flooding issues that have
occurred at The Ash and Hadham Ford.
We know that the area around St. Cecilia’s Church
and Hadham Hall was given to William Baud by the
King for his services and was the larger hamlet.

Settlements around the Ash and the Ford, the
village’s present geographical centres, date from the
beginning of the sixteenth century. The hamlets of
Bury Green, Cradle End, Green Street and Westland
Green have grown up around the farms and trades
such as thatching, blacksmith, rope makers, foresters
and others with 48 households being counted in the
Domesday Book.
Little Hadham has evolved very slowly compared
with surrounding villages due to its rural character
and lack of railway connection. Whilst the A.120
trunk road runs through the middle of The Ash, the
other hamlets have remained almost unchanged.
Houses have fallen down and been replaced, and
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Overview of development/
growth across the parish
over the last century.
Little Hadham has not grown significantly over
the last century. The growth that has happened
is mostly local authority-built with some private
development and is minimal compared with
other villages, with a small amount of postwar development in all the hamlets. This is
due to the quality and positioning of farmland,
a small amount of which has been gradually
eroded. The largest housing development is
The Smithy built by Braughing Rural District
Council, at The Ash, but there are other very
small developments: Shellands and Ford
Field at Hadham Ford; The Grove and Farm
Place at Bury Green. There are small groups
of farm estate houses, now mostly privately
owned, and some very large, private houses
at Westland Green.

Road bridges were built in the early 1900s over the River Ash to replace the fords when motor traffic became
popular, and to avoid the river in full flood.
A cart road which is now a bridleway and footpath running next to the River Ash was prone to flooding and
New Road, single track, approximately one field above, was constructed to take the traffic.
The Little Hadham Bypass, many years in the planning, now has planning permission and is expected to begin
in 2019. This will relieve heavy traffic from a long wait at the 4 way traffic lights and the new housing estates
being constructed on the boundary of Bishop’s Stortford.

Industrial development has taken place in
three hamlets - on previously farmed land at
Church End, Hadham Place at Cradle End and
on the now defunct Glaxo site. A large farm at
Westland Green has become a golf course.
In the 1960s, the A.120 trunk road which
now runs through the middle of The Ash was
partially widened by demolishing two cottages
to cope with increasing traffic.
Traffic lights were installed in 1975. Now the
narrow side roads and lanes are used to avoid
the traffic lights at peak times, posing a hazard
to other road users and pedestrians.
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Little Hadham (The Ash) 1878
In 1878 Little Hadham consisted of a small
settlement of houses and cottages based around
the cross roads with the benefit of water from
the River Ash. The main road ran north/south and
good arable land sustained the rural economy with
a population of roughly 733.
Rural buildings included Manor Farm with its
barns and fields; an octagonal stock mill for corn
processed on site with outbuildings, until 1929 when
the sails were blown off in a gale. The lime kiln was
an ancient and valuable commodity with lime used
for mortars, lime wash and agriculture. A public
house which has been in existence since 1500,
The Angel, faced what was then the main road from
Albury to Much Hadham.The road from Bishop’s
Stortford to Standon, the Roman Stane Street, was
designated an A road and now has a re-built road
and footbridge but in 1878 wagons had to ford the
river. In times of flood, water collected in a large
pond, dug for the purpose in the corner of one
field at the crossroads.
The National School was built in 1860 for “Boys
and Girls” and in 1861 had 150 children on the
register. It was enlarged when the small dame
school in Chapel Lane was closed in the 1870s.
There is a chalk pit opposite the school used for
agriculture and building materials.
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little hadham (the ash) 2018
By 2018, The Ash has grown marginally around the
cross roads, with further ribbon development on
the Albury Road, extending the settlement as far
as the natural field boundary with gardens running
down to the River Ash to the west. The lime pit
and kiln are no longer working and will shortly be
covered by a small housing estate.
The corn mill has gone as have some fields and
orchards to make way for houses, and a van sales
business on the A120.
The largest housing estate is to the south, The
Smithy, originally a post-war Council development
which has since been extended twice with a small
development at the end. Between The Smithy and
the main A120 is a row of large detached houses
with large gardens; barns have been converted to
housing and a large number of historic houses, now
Listed, still remain. The pond has been filled in and
the settlement is bounded by hedges and ancient
field layouts retaining a compact environment,
not dramatically larger than in 1878.
The school was taken over by the Hertfordshire
County Council in 1903 and has been enlarged
and improved with extra classrooms, nursery,
playgrounds and parking area.
Over the last century the footprint of the
settlement has grown marginally but is generally
little changed and is still surrounded by farmland.
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Hadham Ford 1878
In 1878 The settlement at Hadham Ford centred
round the River Ash on the road to Much Hadham,
with scattered housing on both sides. The Ash was
an important source of water for the villagers, the
brewery, the cattle and horses and later the steam
ploughs. There was a Post Office and a public well
and rows of farmworkers’ cottages and barns and
a pub, The Hen and Chickens. The large brewery
with outbuildings, ale house and the owner’s house
front the road and lane which leads to a farm. In
the same lane was the Independent Chapel and
Sunday School, also used as a dame school which
opened in 1875. A maltings and small brewhouses,
a sadler’s shop and a manse, a photographer’s and
general stores provided services to the villagers.
There was a wheelwright’s and blacksmith’s shop and
The Fox public house where the men drank while the
horses were watered in the river. A footbridge over
the river led to Bury Green passing Brickkiln Farm
and the brickworks high on the hill. The lime kiln
provided valuable lime for the farmers with another
pit on Ford Hill.
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Hadham Ford 2018
In 2018 all the old trades and services have gone leaving
mainly residential buildings, some of which are converted
barns and others now Listed. The infill development that
has occurred has left Hadham Ford very much as it was in
1878 in general outline. Small blocks of housing were built
by the local Council post-war, such as the Ridgeway with
a few private houses but the rows of cottages still remain.
The Post Office is now a residence together with the
general stores, and there is still the public house, The
Nag’s Head. The Fox public house has been demolished
and three detached houses built on the site. The
Independent Chapel has closed, its church hall is now a
residence and the Chapel is to be converted to a house
with the graveyard intact.
The pump opposite The Nag’s Head is now surrounded
by decorative posts and a chain but does not function;
next to it is the village sign, carved by a local man to mark
the Millennium, a seat and a rose bed. The Brick kiln has
gone, together with the farm although the small cottage
still exists as an enlarged house, and the lime kiln is no
longer functioning.
The Village Hall was opened in 1972 and has a large car
park; adjacent is a children’s play ground and there is
another, smaller one nearby in the Ridgeway.
Hadham Ford still has a working farm and the old barns
at Home Farm have been replaced by more modern
ones; the granary and pig sties sold of for conversion
to housing.

A war memorial to two World Wars is on the triangle of
land previously marked with a guide post, surrounded by
a low wall with ornamental shrubs. Over the last century
the footprint of the settlement has changed little and is
surrounded
by farmland.
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Bury Green 1878
The small rural hamlet of Bury Green was a farming
area with two manor farms, barns, stables, orchards
and workers’ cottages, Clintons and Bury Green
Farm. The third estate; Lower Farm, all were arable
with some livestock.
The hamlet grew up around the common land in
the centre which, together with land at the sides of
the lanes, was owned by the Marquess of Salisbury.
There was a well to supply water for the cottagers
and a public house, The Cock.
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Bury Green 2018
In 2018 Bury Green remains almost the same with
the exception of the development of Bury Green
Farm pushing out the boundary of the settlement.
The farm was sold to Allen & Hanbury, later Glaxo
Smith Kline for use as animal breeding units together
with ancillary accommodation. The site is now
derelict and awaiting further development; with 12
houses, Farm Place, already built on the land closest
to the Green.
The barns at Clintons have been replaced with
modern ones and the farm is still working with
stables and a livery, unlike Lower Farm where the
barns are now dwellings. Most of the old cottages
remain but some have been rebuilt and there is
a small development originally built for Glaxo’s
employees, and also some farm estate houses. The
Cock public house burned down and a house built
on the site.
The surrounding land is still farmed and is also used
for grazing by the polo club which now occupies
some of the fields, with a club house.
With the exception of the Glaxo site the settlement
has changed little over the last century and is still
surrounded by farmland.
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Green Street And Cradle End 1878
In 1878 Green street and Cradle End consisted of
a very small scattered group of houses serving two
farms Green Street Farm and Atthouse Farm.
The land was agricultural with small areas of
cultivation, probably copyhold land for the
occupiers, and orchards.
Footpaths linked to the main road and there was
a footbridge and ford at the lowest part of the land
which floods.
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Green Street And Cradle End 2018
By 2018, Green Street and Cradle End have grown
by a small amount where new houses have been
built with access to the A120 to the north.
The key changes are the addition of four post-war
Council houses, farm workers’ houses and private
properties. Green Street Farm is no longer a working
farm and the house and barns are residential; the
remaining cottages in both hamlets have been
remodelled or rebuilt and many are Listed. There
are changes in land uses around the settlements
brought about by changes in ownership. Orchards
and cottagers’ gardens have gone, replaced by
houses and garages and now the two hamlets
are residential.
Over the last century these settlements have
changed little and are still surrounded by farmland.
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Church End and Hadham Hall 1878
In 1878 this area centred around St Edmund’s Church, later renamed St Cecilia’s Church, and Rectory and other scattered houses, and the manor house of
Hadham Hall. Surrounding them was arable farmland and orchards.
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Church End and Hadham Hall 2018
By 2018 the Church, Rectory and other houses
remain mostly unchanged. However, a large
industrial business centre has been built behind
the area in place of farm land.
Hadham Hall in the meantime was used a secondary
school, but has since been converted into a
development of homes, incorporating the original
buildings as well as some new built houses.
Over the last century this area has seen the
expansion of Hadham Hall residential and the
industrial park. It is otherwise mostly unchanged
and still surrounded by farmland.
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Protected remnants of the past
Despite some less than satisfactory modern 20th
century developments, much of the Parish still
displays a sufficiently high degree of architectural
quality and historical identity to merit numerous
heritage asset designations. These include three
Conservation Areas (Figure 4), and a total of 131
Listed Buildings.
Of the 131 Listed Buildings, 1 dates from the 14th
century, St Cecilia’s church; 6 from the 15th century;
37 from the 16th century (28%); 56 from the 17th
century (43%); 22 from the 18th (17%), 7 from the
19th century (5%) and 2 from the 20th century
(telephone kiosks). From this it can be seen that
the area was very well established from early times
and from the number of farmsteads and associated
buildings, principally based on agriculture.
In some respects the industrial revolution seems to
have by-passed rural areas like Little Hadham when
compared with settlements nearby. For example
Stanstead Abbotts, where 35% of the Listed Buildings
date from the 19th century and even in nearby Much
Hadham where 11% of Listed Buildings date from
the same period. Such development at this time
will have been likely influenced by the proximity of
railway stations.
Most Listed Buildings are grade II but the high status
and particular importance of eleven are recognized
by being listed Grade II* and one, St Cecilia’s Church
is listed Grade I.
Listed Building locations are denoted on the
individual Character Area Maps within Chapter 6.
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4. Landscape setting
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4. LANDSCAPE SETTING
The East Herts Landscape Character Assessment SPD,
published in 2007, provides a detailed assessment
of the special character and distinct qualities that
shape the various landscape types found across the
district. The SPD identifies 63 different Landscape
Character Areas (LCAs) across East Herts, each with
its own specific combination of characteristics and
unique qualities. Little Hadham is covered by the
following 6 LCAs, the locations and extents of which
are shown in Figure 5:
85. Thorley Uplands
86. Perry Green Uplands
89. Wareside – Braughing Uplands
93. Hadhams Valley
147. Upper Ash Valley
150. Hadhams Plateau
An overview of the defining characteristics of each
of the above LCAs and guidelines for their future
management, as detailed within the East Herts
Landscape Character Assessment SPD, is provided
across the following pages.

Figure	
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85. Thorley Uplands LCA
The western extents of Thorley Uplands LCA cover a small proportion of the south-eastern corner
of the Parish. It is a landscape characterised by extensive areas of flat arable farmland, with a distinct lack
of vertical elements except for infrequent blocks of woodland, young roadside trees and the occasional
large barn Fields are typically very large and without hedges.
The LCA endorses a strategy of ‘Conserve and Strengthen’ for Thorley Uplands LCA, outlining the
following strategy and guidelines for managing change:
•

encourage landowners to create permanent grass strips around field margins and on verges
to increase nature conservation interest;

•

where the loss of ponds and ditches is unavoidable, ensure that they are replaced by new
features of at least equivalent nature conservation potential;

•

encourage the planting of individual trees along ditches and roadsides;

•

any woodland planting in this area should be of an appropriate scale, i.e. large, and should focus
on or link to existing woodlands. All planting should be of locally indigenous species, using stock
of local provenance if possible;

•

encourage the management of woodlands and plantation to achieve good age diversity and
a species-rich ground flora, with an emphasis on locally indigenous species;

•

resist development proposals that would permanently damage the character of this area by
altering its scale and landscape pattern;

•

encourage more planting of hedgerow trees;

•

promote recognition of roadside/field ditches as potential ecological corridors; discourage
use of herbicides, fertiliser runoff, over-zealous management;

•

encourage woodland planting, but not new hedges, as this would not reflect local
landscape character;

•

encourage the retention of mixed farming, with pasture around farms and hamlets; and

•

resist conversion of pasture to arable and encourage management of grassland to
increase biodiversity.
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86. Perry Green Uplands
The Perry Green Uplands LCA covers much of the eastern part of the Parish,
and takes in the settlements of Bury Green, Cradle End and Green Street. This
landscape comprises an undulating settled uplands crossed by meandering lanes
that link the areas hamlets and small villages. It is a predominantly medium-scale
arable landscape, within which fields are edged by neat hedges but have few
hedgerow trees. Narrow sunken lanes typically allow very extensive views out
but limited views within.
Around Bury Green, damp boulder clay supports oak, hornbeam, ash, and maple
woodland with wild daffodil appearing as a locally distinct feature. There are rich
road verges in some places and several ponds. Hedgerow species are hawthorn,
blackthorn, dogwood and hazel or pure elm, in low hedges of mixed condition.
New hedgerows of mixed species are in good order but frequently only appear
along one side of the lane or track.
Notably, all settlements within this LCA, even those beyond the parish
boundaries, include ‘green’ or ‘end’ within their place names, reflecting
how arable land was gradually carved out of the woodland. The LCA notes
that many of the villages within this landscape are clustered around village
greens but also have a linear character, spreading out along the narrow lanes.
Bury Green appears to have a 15th-century character, accommodating late
medieval buildings such as Lower Farm and Clintons, while Cradle End
contains listed buildings dating back to the 16th-century and may have
earlier origins.
The LCA endorses a strategy of ‘Conserve and Strengthen’ for Perry Green
Uplands LCA, outlining the following strategy and guidelines for managing change:
•

encourage landowners to safeguard existing hedges, increase hedged field
boundaries, create permanent grass strips around field margins and prevent
spray drift, using financial incentives as available;

•

should mineral extraction in this area be considered appropriate, the
restored sites in this area are a good example of restoration to pre-existing
contours and to appropriate land use, i.e. grazing where arable use cannot
be restored;

•

consideration should be given to providing links between the small scattered
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woodlands in this area, in order to improve ecocorridors. The most appropriate method would
be via hedges, which are very typical of the
area, rather than the union of different blocks
of woodland. New planting should use only
locally indigenous species, using stock of local
provenance where possible;
•

hedges could be planted or restored along
historic field boundaries, ensuring that no
damage was caused to historic features such as
ditches and banks;

•

ditches and ponds are a local feature and should
be carefully maintained to maximise their
biodiversity potential, especially where a suite
of compatible habitats can be established, such
as woodland/hedge/grassy field margin/pond/
scrub. Where the loss of ponds or ditches
is unavoidable, they should be replaced
by features of at least equivalent nature
conservation potential;

•

linear hamlets are a feature of this area but
coalescence should be resisted;

•

verges in this area merit particular attention together with the ditches they offer good nature
conservation potential and should be managed
accordingly; and

•

golf courses and other sports features in
an agricultural setting should respect local
landscape character, using dense hedges as
boundaries, with hedgerow trees, and focusing
on locally indigenous trees and shrubs in
preference to exotics. Associated buildings
should be designed, if possible, within an
agricultural vernacular style.
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89. Wareside – Braughing Uplands LCA
The Wareside - Braughing Uplands LCA extends along a thin strip of
land at the western extents of the Parish and includes Westland Green.
It also covers a small pocket of land to the north of Little Hadham.
This landscape comprises open, gently undulating arable farmland
with clustered settlements (for example, Westland Green sits to the
immediate east of Wellpond Green, the latter lying just outside of the
Parish boundaries).
In terms of tree cover, ash, oak, sycamore, poplar, beech, hazel and
wayfaring can be found in woodland and plantations. Elm, field maple,
hornbeam and oak, with hazel and ash, can be found along the hedgerows.
The few woods north of Westland Green are oak, ash and maple or oak
and hornbeam, while chalk near the surface supports locally important
habitats on field edges and among arable weeds.
The LCA enjoys an elevated position, and consequently, there are few views
into this area, whilst from within the LCA there are extensive views across
the neighbouring valleys and beyond.
The LCA endorses a strategy of ‘Conserve and Strengthen’ for Perry Green
Uplands LCA, outlining the following strategy and guidelines for managing
change (recommendations specific to areas outside of the parish have
been omitted):
•

replant/restore historic hedgerows, using species appropriate to the
sub-area, to retain some local distinctiveness;

•

encourage the planting of new woodland around existing woodland, to
protect it and increase biodiversity. Use only locally indigenous species,
of local provenance if possible;

•

ensure that new woodland planting reflects historic land use patterns,
following historic woodland or field boundary patterns where possible
and ensuring that historic artefacts, such as ditches and banks, are
not destroyed;

•

encourage the planting of hedgerow oaks wherever woodland planting
would be inappropriate;

•

wherever the loss of ponds is unavoidable, ensure that replacement
ponds of at least equivalent nature conservation potential are created;

•

encourage a reversion of arable to grassland and management of grassland
sites to maximise their biodiversity potential;

•

encourage the management of woodland to promote age diversity and a
species-rich ground flora. Management strategies may be the maintenance of
high forest, coppice, coppice-with-standards or wood pasture; and

•

encourage the dissemination of information about the historic and ecological
value of veteran and parkland trees.
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93. Hadhams Valley LCA
Hadhams Valley represents the most extensive LCA within the parish,
covering much of its western side and taking in the settlements of Little
Hadham, The Ash and The Ford. It is bisected by the River Ash and has a
marked valley formation with flat valley floor. Within this landscape the
River Ash can generally be identified only by linear wetland vegetation
rather than as a visible watercourse. It is edged by steep undulating slopes,
some densely vegetated, others in arable cultivation, with little pasture.
Settlements are typically positioned at crossing points along the River Ash.
This landscape comprises wooded farmland, which is mostly in arable
production with improved pasture in the valley bottom, especially around
Little Hadham. Forestry and equestrian recreation are subsidiary land uses
and there is a small amount of vegetable production. Woodland cover is
generally fragmented and variable, and often arranged in quite large blocks
and hosting oak, ash, maple and hornbeam, and also elder, hazel, poplar,
hawthorn and elm. Hedgerows are neat and well managed, medium height
and comprise holly, hazel, thorn, elm, hazel and oak, but without hedgerow
trees. Within the valley floor there are still extensive neutral grass pastures,
and important mixed pastures at Hadham Ford, on the banks above the
valley floor.
Little Hadham (along with nearby Much Hadham) is a significant historic
valley bottom settlement and was once the site of a substantial pottery
and manufacturing centre during the period of Roman occupation.
The present-day village seems to have evolved from a medieval village at
Church End, which moved in the 16th century. Little Hadham contains
many≈timber-framed farmhouses and cottages, with a notable group
by the A120 crossroads, dated 1500 and 1726.
Recognising both the good condition and strong character of this
landscape, the LCA puts forward a strategy of ‘Safeguard and Manage’ for
Hadhams Valley LCA, outlining the following strategy and guidelines for
managing change:
•

encourage landowners to safeguard existing hedges, increase hedged
field boundaries, create permanent grass strips around field margins
and prevent spray drift, using financial incentives-as available;

•

continue to ensure that the county’s archaeological heritage is protected
and preserved through the planning process, and made accessible to the
general public;

•

resist the loss of ancient hedgerows and secure their positive management;

•

achieve appropriate management of veteran trees and pollards by
disseminating best practice, re-establishing traditional management
and developing realistic incentives;
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•

promote the reinstatement of grazing to parkland and pasture woodland;

•

within parkland, encourage landowners to seek appropriate advice on the re-pollarding and care of
veteran trees;

•

encourage farmers to create buffer strips along watercourses, rather than cultivating right up to them, in
order to protect the watercourses from run-off, create linear habitats and increase their ecological value;

•

encourage the creation of ‘green links’ in the form of hedges, beetle banks, etc, from watercourses to
nearby habitats, such as woodland and hedges, to provide ecological corridors and a range of habitats,
in the interests of increasing biodiversity;

•

encourage the reversion of arable to pasture and the management of grasslands to maximise their
biodiversity potential;

•

encourage good management of woodland and plantations to promote locally indigenous species,
a diverse age structure and a species-rich ground flora;

•

ensure that equestrian development in this area does not detract from its landscape character
via inappropriate structures, buildings or fences; and

•

promote management of the planting along the A120 to benefit locally indigenous species.
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147. Upper Ash Valley LCA
Upper Ash Valley takes in a small area at the
northern end of the Parish, just north of
Church End. It comprises a narrow valley, which
is predominantly covered by open farmland
under arable production. Field sizes within this
arable landscape are typically small to medium,
though there are some localised areas of larger
amalgamation. Mixed native species hedgerows are
widespread, especially along lanes.

scrapes and pollarded willows;
•

promote additional tree planting of native
water loving species, willow, alder and poplar to
emphasize the line of the watercourse;

•

promote the creation of buffer zones between
intensive arable production and important
semi-natural habitats and the creation of links
between semi-natural habitats;

•

conserve unimproved and semi-improved
grassland wherever possible, avoiding
agricultural improvements to reduce their acid
or calcareous nature, in order to maintain their
nature conservation value;

•

maintain and develop the traditional pattern of
roadside verges as a local feature and a wildlife
resource. Where development is likely to affect
verges and damage is unavoidable, development
should include details of protection of the
remaining verge and replacement of its nature
conservation value within the proposed scheme.
This is particularly important where verges
include hedgebanks, sunken lanes, ditches,
hedges and hedgerow trees;

The LCA endorses a strategy of ‘Improve and
Conserve’ for Upper Ash Valley LCA, outlining the
following strategy and guidelines for managing:
•

•

ensure new planting is encouraged within the
area. Ensure landscape improvements respect
the historic context of existing features and the
form and character of parkland and gardens.
Ornamental species should only be used to
replace damaged or over-mature specimens;
protect the remaining river valley habitats of
nature conservation interest, especially where
they contribute to a suite of habitats, such as
neutral grassland, running water, wet grassland,
valley or floodplain woodland and grazing marsh;

•

resist development that could lower the
water table within river valleys and affect
wetland habitats;

•

promote the re-introduction of permanent
pasture adjacent to the River Ash;

•

promote the enhancement of the River Ash
and its tributaries by the creation of wetland
landscape features such as reedbeds, ponds,

•

encourage the development of an improved
network of rights of way particularly along the
valley giving enhanced recreational opportunities
for residents.

•

Survey and manage parkland and veteran trees
for biodiversity value in the estate of the former
Albury Hall;

•

encourage the reversal of habitat fragmentation
and the creation and improvement of habitat

links to create eco-corridors; and in parklands
ensure new planting is encouraged to maintain
age diversity. Ensure landscape improvements
respect the historic context of existing features
and the form and character of parkland
and gardens. Ornamental species should
only be used to replace damaged or overmature specimens, where appropriate.
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Hadhams Plateau LCA

•

North of the A120, extending across the upper
north-eastern parts of the Parish and covering
Hadham Hall is the Hadhams Plateau LCA. The
plateau is predominantly used for arable farming
and displays an open rural character and few roads
or settlements. Unimproved neutral or moderately
calcareous grassland is now rare, though important
remnants are within the Parish at Hadham Hall.
Informal parklands are found at Hadham Hall where
the rectilinear fields north of the A120 and east of
Hadham Hall are the result of dividing up the former
deer park into farmland in the late 17th century.

in parklands ensure new planting is encouraged
to maintain age diversity. Ensure landscape
improvements respect the historic context of
existing features and the form and character
of parkland and gardens. Ornamental species
should only be used to replace damaged or overmature specimens, where appropriate;

•

in parklands and historic gardens hard
landscaping details such as steps, balustrades,
pond copings, statuary and urns should
be conserved. Replacements should be in
facsimile and in natural materials. Gazebos,
temples, follies, grottoes, obelisks, park
bridges, ice houses, terraces, ha-has,
boundary walls, gates and gate piers should
contribute to the planned landscape and its
setting Replacement, renovated or new
features should be architect-designed and
in keeping with their original setting;

The LCA endorses a strategy of ‘Improve and
Conserve’ for Hadhams Plateau LCA, outlining the
following strategy and guidelines for managing
(recommendations specific to areas outside the
Parish have been omitted):
•

for existing woodlands, encourage the
replacement of softwoods with indigenous
native deciduous communities, hedgebank
management and re-establishing a rich
ground flora;

•

improve public access arrangements
to woodlands;

•

promote the appropriate management of
coppice woodland in order to re-establish
a rich ground flora and the distinction
between different management systems,
such as high forest, coppice, coppice with
standards and woodpasture;

•

survey and manage parkland and veteran trees
for biodiversity value in Hadham Hall;

•

in areas of former parkland restrict ploughing
of grasslands and where already occurred
encourage reversion from arable uses to
pasture and grassland;

woodland areas. Pattern to follow historic field
boundaries and green lanes where possible
maintaining areas of former unenclosed
common without hedges;
•

•

promote the creation of buffer zones between
intensive arable production and important
semi-natural habitats and the creation of links
between semi-natural habitats;

•

promote the use of reservoirs for water storage
and nature conservation interest, rather than
groundwater abstraction. Ensure that reservoirs
are designed to reduce impact on the character
of the local landscape;
•
promote hedgerow restoration and creation
throughout the area to provide visual and
ecological links between existing and proposed

•

maintain and develop the traditional pattern of
roadside verges as a local feature and a wildlife
resource. Where development is likely to affect
verges and damage is unavoidable, development
should include details of protection of the
remaining verge and replacement of its nature
conservation value within the proposed scheme.
This is particularly important where verges
include hedgebanks, sunken lanes, ditches
and hedges;
native tree and shrub species, preferably of local
provenance to be planted in the area. Exotic/
ornamental species only in close proximity to
the dwellings or where present in parklands;
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•

provide new uncropped or grass field margins
to link areas of wildlife importance and /or
existing and proposed rights of way;

•

restore open field ditches and discouragement
of enclosing existing open drainage systems;

•

promote both the creation of new ponds
and the retention/enhancement for wildlife
of existing ponds;

•

promote crop diversification and the
restoration of mixed livestock/arable farming
where possible; and

•

promote the retention or conservation of
large isolated halls or farms.
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Village relationship with
landscape setting

On the few occasions where this treatment has been
removed or compromised, it has generally been to
the detriment of the local character.

The River Ash is intrinsically linked to the historic
development and current day character of Little
Hadham. This watercourse, which meanders
through the centre of the Parish, has played a
pivotal role in shaping the Parish landscape and
topography, as well as the character of those
villages that are arranged along it, such as The
Ford and The Ash. Within the wider undulating
arable landscape that characterises much of the
Parish, woodland blocks and clusters are a distinct
and handsome presence, which complement and
add visual interest to the landscape.

Landscape views
Due to the heavily planted, enclosed character of
many of the Parish settlements, views out towards
the wider landscape setting can often be quite
limited. However, in several instances localised
changes in topography and in levels of tree cover
have resulted in a number of notable open views
towards the wider rural landscape from within
the Parish settlements. Key landscape views are
discussed within the individual Character Area
summaries found within Section 6 of this report.

Village approaches and edges
The settlements of Little Hadham generally
benefit from a positive relationship with their
adjoining landscape setting. Approach roads into
settlements typically display a generously planted,
verdant aesthetic. Enclosed by mature tree and
hedgerow specimens, and edged by grass verges,
the majority of settlement approach roads offer
a pleasingly gradual transition from countryside
to village setting.
On village approaches, and in views towards
the Parish settlements, built forms are generally
subservient to the wider array of foliage and
greenery, with only slight glimpses of buildings
and their rooftops offering subtle hints of the
presence of the settlement ahead. These planted
approach roads and soft, verdant village edges, are
a key characteristic of Little Hadham’s settlements.
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5. parish structure
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Parish boundary

5. parish structure map

Settlements
Green Belt
Future bypass
Main roads
Minor roads
Byways
Footpaths / bridleways

Westland Green

The Ash

Church End /
Hadham Hall

The Ford
Green Street

Bury Green
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5. PARISH STRUCTURE
Distribution of Settlements
A disparate group of settlements; The Ash and The
Ford are the main close knit locations considered
to be the ‘centre’ as they include the primary
school, church, pub and village hall. These areas
are surrounded by the hamlets of Cradle End,
Green Street, Church End and Bury Green.
Westland Green homes are generally more widely
spread than the other hamlets. There is also a
significant community at Hadham Hall.

Main Vehicular Routes /
Pedestrian Routes
The A120 main road and the Albury / Much
Hadham route intersect the Parish converging at
the Ash traffic lights. Minor roads connect through
the other hamlets and there is a good network
of footpaths.

Land Use Distributions
Predominately arable agriculture and open
countryside with some wooded areas. The
residential settlements are generally historic
and sit comfortably in the surroundings, ‘peeking
out’ from the landscape. There are polo grounds
and a cricket field at Bury Green and some light
industrial and farm buildings at Church End and
Hadham Park.
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6. character areas
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Parish boundary

6. character areas map
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CHARACTER AREA 1: The Ash / The Smithy /
lloyd taylor close / Albury Road
40

character area 1 analysis map
The ash, The Smithy, Lloyd taylor close
and albury road
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Character Summary
The Ash is the historic centre of the village with some fine listed buildings at the crossroads and beyond, over 20 in total. The area around the River Ash was
settled in Anglo-Saxon times, and was included in the Domesday Book of 1086.
The Ash includes a tight knit collection of historic buildings, some with thatch and many listed.
This is an important east/west route for all sorts of vehicles. A by-pass and flood alleviation scheme will be built around the traffic lights, due to begin in 2018 and
completed in 2020. Once completed the historic buildings will come into their own again and there will be an opportunity to recreate a proper community village
feel and hub at the crossroads.
This by-pass will be a great opportunity for the village to make plans for what happens after.

Topography
The River Ash runs north/south through the settlement of the Ash with a gentle gradient out of the Ash Valley on both sides. The land rises steeply as the A120
leaves the village in both directions providing extensive views over open countryside. There is also a gentle gradient going north along the C15 road, but the land
going south towards Much Hadham is mainly flat.

Land Uses
The two main residential areas at the Ash are The Smithy/Lloyd Taylor Close, and Albury Road. Going west on the A120 there is a small residential cul-de-sac
with three houses opposite. Looking east, there is a small amount of residential housing with one commercial vehicle unit. The primary school dates from 1861,
and has a nursery, a playground, and a parking area adjacent to the A120. The area is surrounded by agricultural and grazing land in multiple ownership.
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Layout
The buildings at the Ash are set close together with frontages to the roads. Plots are varied, and in Albury
Road some houses have front gardens with long back gardens running down to the river. Nearly 100 homes
provide about 25% of the housing in Little Hadham.
The building of The Smithy began in the 1970’s as terraced properties. Later houses are well spaced out with
gardens at the front and rear, and also with garages. In 1996 Lloyd Taylor Close was built as a continuation of
The Smithy. This has 14 houses in a mixture of housing association, terraced, semi-detached and detached
housing. The larger houses are well spaced out with gardens and mainly double garages. Along the A120 going
east, there is a van sales and showroom, garage, a development of 5 detached houses, and the primary school.
Next to the school is Chalk Pit Cottage, which is Grade II listed. West along the A120, about 400 metres away,
is a veterinary surgery in re-developed dairy buildings.

Roads, streets and routes
The A120 is a single carriageway road and the main east/west trunk road, with a bridge over the River Ash
at the traffic lights. It joins the A10 south to London 4 miles away, and the M11, some 6 miles away. A 2.5 mile
long by-pass is planned for the village due to be started in 2018 and completed in 2020. The A120 is a straight
road, originally Roman, and known as Stane Street. Tarmac footpaths are only on the east side going towards
Bishops Stortford. Running north at the traffic lights, the Albury road, the C15, is a narrow B road, the B1004
leading to Albury, the Pelhams and villages to the north of Little Hadham. There are sign posted footpaths
leading off the Albury road both east and west. The B1004 also leads south to Much Hadham. About a
mile south of the traffic lights Ford Hill/Acremore Street is a route leading to three other hamlets, Bury
Green, Green Street and Cradle End. Chapel Lane next to the Nags Head pub, leads west to another hamlet,
Westland Green. There are also a number of signed footpaths and bridleways in the village. These connect
all of the hamlets. Some footpaths from Cradle End and Bury Green lead to Bishops Stortford.

Spaces
The four faces of the Ash form an attractive space of old buildings. A large, planted grass verge to the front
of The Smithy development is an important and distinct green space on the southern approach into the
settlement. Further to the south, the entrance to Highfields in Albury Road also has a grassed area in front
of all the houses. The main space is the historic centre around the Ash at the traffic lights. There are some
grass verges, which make an important contribution to the visual quality and rural aesthetic of the roadside
environment. It is possible in dry weather to walk south along the river bed from the bridge.
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Buildings
The Ash has a group of historic Listed Buildings situated around
the cross roads. It is bordered by modern developments such as
the housing estate called The Smithy and mid 20th century ribbon
development on both the A120 and at Albury Road. Despite this, its
architectural qualities appear as a tightly knit grouping of historic
properties whose brick construction and steeply sloping red tiled
roofs interspersed with timber frame and thatch, provide a compact
environment of high quality. The newer developments rub shoulders
with the older Listed Buildings which have existed for centuries. Not
all the newer developments reflect the historic architecture, with
the exception of the Ashcroft Lane scheme which does blend in with
sympathetic traditional timber frame modern buildings.
The 20 listed buildings in The Ash conservation area contain
a wealth of character features. The use of different bricks, flint,
weatherboarding, roofing and architectural finishes provide much
variety. These listed buildings give this part of the village a particularly
pleasing historical character.
Of these 5% date from the 15th century, 14% from the 16th, 57% from
the 17th and 24% from the 18th century. One, The Whare on Albury
Road is listed grade II*.
Elsewhere are to be found –
•
37 houses in The Smithy, which were originally council
houses. About half of them are now housing association homes,
and the rest are privately owned. These include red brick chalet
style semi-detached houses, and other semi-detached houses.
The estate was built in three stages from the 1950’s. Lloyd Taylor
Close dates from 1996 when The Smithy was extended to provide
a further 14 houses, 4 housing association houses in a terrace, 4 semidetached houses and 6 detached houses. These have either a single
or double garage.
•
On the C15 opposite The Smithy is a 1960’s detached house
and a bungalow dating from 1936. Close to the traffic lights on higher
ground are two new grey brick detached houses with garages. These
were also built in the 1960s.
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Around the traffic lights are over 20 Listed Buildings dating from the late 17th C. Some of these have thatched
roofs. Other architectural feature include pargetting, weather boarding, lead windows, and working chimneys
with slate roofs. One house close to the river used to be a butcher’s shop.
Listed buildings include –
•

Ashe Cottages – by the A120 – Grade II

•

Manor Farm barn and stable – by the A120 traffic lights – Grade II

•

The Angel (ex-pub) – by the A120 – Grade II

•

Barnhurst – Albury Road – Grade II

•

The Bridge House – by the A120 – Grade II

•

Brook House – Albury Road – Grade II

•

Halfway House – near The Smithy – Grade II

•

The Whare – Albury Road – Grade II

•

The Mill House – Albury Road – Grade II

•

Windmill Tower – Grade II. Built in the 1780’s. Tall red brick (English bond), and octagonal tower. Base
for former 5 storey smock mill in use up to 1930s. In 1929 the sails were blown off in a gale and in 1941
it was abandoned.
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•

West of The Ash along the A120 are 8 large detached houses dating from the early 1970’s.
Another large house used to be a doctor’s surgery until about 40 years ago.

•

A further 350 metres west is Little Hadham Place, a Grade II listed building. This was originally
a 17th century house, enlarged in the early/mid 19th century. It was partially rebuilt as private
residence in 1914.

•

A little further north along the Albury Road, C15, there are 30 other houses of mixed design.
These include bungalows and 6 council houses called Highfields.

•

East of the Ash is an 18th century house by the river which was once a butcher’s shop. Going
further east there are several detached houses set back from the road, including a cul-de-sac,
Ashcroft Lane, with 5 newer large detached houses, in timber frame style.

•

Further East of the traffic lights, about 300 metres, is the primary school, built in 1861. The original
building is set back from the road with a date in the brickwork on the side of the school. Newer
extensions have been added. The school has about 140children. The roadside pedestrian barriers
are necessary for safety reasons.

Landmarks
The crossroads at The Ash features white render and brick listed buildings. This is the focal point, with
the bridge over the river. Within this group of buildings is The Angel a large red brick building formerly
a pub. Houses are traditional with pargetting and dates on some of the houses. The crossroads
represent a 4 way junction for traffic with a single lane A120 across the bridge. Consequently, the
junction and bridge are an essential landmark.

Green and natural features
Much of the settlement displays a particularly pleasing green and verdant appearance, derived from
the numerous grass verges, hedgerows and trees that appear within the village extents, and reinforced
by the multiple views out towards the adjoining rural landscape.
The trees at The Ash are garden varieties with hedges of beech and privet with a fine line of willows
screening Standon Road cul-de-sac from the A120. The River Ash is lined with trees and field hedges
on both sides. On the A120 eastwards there is a wide grass verge and a chalk pit now filled with
woodland trees. There are ornamental trees on the verge at The Smithy, and the whole area is
surrounded by agricultural land, woods and copses.
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There is a wide variety of trees, varied hedgerows
and many well maintained front gardens. The green
areas behind many houses, fields, paddocks and
gardens clearly illustrate the rural nature of the
village. There is also a 300 year old yew tree in
front of the garden outside Priors Cottage along
Albury Road, and a 250 year old ash tree in the
rear garden.

Streetscape
Most houses around The Ash are typically
enclosed by walls and fences, with traditional flint
and brick walls at Ashe Cottages and Mill House.
The only notable exceptions being The Smithy
and Highfield housing developments, which
were built with open plan layouts, their gardens
unenclosed and open to the wider public realm
There are several pleasing and attractive features
of many buildings which enhance the charm of
this area. These include – dates on buildings, flint
walls, weatherboarding, and of course the pub
sign frame. Due to the gradient in Albury Road,
many houses have retaining walls of brick. There
is some street lighting in Albury road and in The
Smithy. All roads are tarmaced, and footpaths
too. There is extensive directional signage at the
crossroads, where the traffic lights dominate
the area in all directions. There is a pre-cast seat
opposite Halfway House, 200 metres from The
Smithy, on this stretch of road leading to the
village hall there are also pretty floral planters
maintained by volunteers.
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Views
Some fine views of The Ash valley can be seen from the A120 looking east, west,
north and south from elevated positions near Hadham Hall and Standon Road.
These views extend across open countryside to Standon in the west, and down
into the River Ash. Views from the crossroads looking south towards The Ford
include gentle gradients with woodland, and wooded views northwards toward
Albury for a mile or so.
On either side of the river there are many fine views of the area. These views are
one of the village’s best characteristics. These green and open areas, including
fields, footpaths and byways, provide an attractive setting for all the houses
and properties.
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Positive aspects and features of The Ash, The Smithy, Lloyd Taylor Close and Albury Road
# Many fine Listed buildings around The Ash with architectural features – thatched roofs, pargetting, weatherboarding
# The Ash is one of three Conservation Areas in Little Hadham, displaying a very distinct and attractive historic village character
# Views of The Ash valley from elevated positions near Hadham Road and Standon Road
# Several footpaths in the area
# A wide variety of trees, hedgerows, and well maintained front gardens
# The A120 bypass (currently in planning) is expected to reduce the volume of traffic on the A120 through The Ash

Negative features and potential threats
# The volume of traffic at peak times on the A120
# There are a number of 1970’s built houses in the area which contrast with the historic listed buildings in at The Ash. However
they are of their time and often with an open front with houses set back from the road
# Over-development would spoil the rural aspect and views
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CHARACTER AREA 2: church end / hadham hall
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character area 2 analysis map
Church End and Hadham Hall
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Character Summary
Both areas are different as a result of their
development. Church End was developed as the
farmer/landowner sold land for industrial units to
be built on the site. But, it is also near the Church.
The Church dominates the area with its ancient
building and peaceful churchyard being at a high
point in the village. While the industrial estate is not
attractive, it is at the northern end of Church End
and is mostly hidden by the landscape. The area
closer to the A120 includes St Cecilia’s Church, the
churchyard, and some fine houses. There are green
spaces by the Church and the houses which provide
an attractive setting for these properties. A signed
footpath leads through the area from east to west,
providing an interesting walk.
Hadham Hall has been the centre of farming activity,
and the Listed nature of the Hall has preserved its
integrity. The development in this area has been
small scale with high end detached properties. The
land around Hadham Hall has been farmed since the
middle ages, and gives the area its rural character.
Hadham Hall is particularly attractive with an
interesting range of buildings dating from the 16th
and 17th centuries, an Edwardian stable block, now
houses, more modern red bricked detached houses,
and, more recently, new weatherboard houses.

Topography
The land in this area is at the top of the River Ash valley, east
from the traffic lights along the A120. There are views over
the river valley in a south west direction.

Land Uses
The land at Church End is now farmed by contractors
following the break-up of the farm. The buildings are now
mainly commercial. This is Hadham Industrial Estate which
has developed as part of Church End Farm. The buildings are
mixed-use commercial and industrial with hard standing and
large car parking area.
The Grade I Listed St. Cecilia’s Church is surrounded by the
churchyard with an area for parking to the west.
There is also the 18th century Grade II listed Church
End House near the Church with a large garden and other
residential buildings. One large house dates from 1908, and
there is a modern house screened by a thick band of mature
planting on the north side and secluded behind hedgerows
opposite Church End House.
Hadham Hall is originally a 16th century building which is now
Grade II listed. The Hall and the grounds are now residential
with two businesses occupying one of the original buildings.
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Layout
The most important feature at Church End is
the Church and churchyard followed by the
industrial units)
The industrial estate at Church End has a
collection of large and small units close together
round a concreted area spaced out with a new
tarmac car park for about 30 cars.
Hadham Hall, originally Tudor, dominates
the site which includes the Gatehouse and
residential areas. The detached properties are
well-spaced from one another with gardens, the
terraces have smaller gardens, all fronted by
green open spaces. The apartments at The Hall
have a private communal garden at the rear.

•

FP 34 goes east from Albury Road through Church
End, Hadham Hall, Hadham Park to the A120

•

FP 46 goes south from the A120 opposite
the entrance to Church End to Hoecroft Lane
(Byway 45)

•

FP 43 goes from FP 44 to Millfield Lane

•

FP 48 goes from Hadham Ford by the Nags
Head pub parallel to the C15 and the River ash
to the school.

A gravel tree lined drive leads from the A120 to the
entrance of Hadham Hall.

The Gatehouse is still there. Around the green
there are several detached houses and two
new weatherboard houses. These were built
originally for the caretakers when it became
a school – probably in the 1960s.

Roads, streets and routes
There is an access road from the A120, south
to north, which leads to the industrial estate.
There are several footpaths in the area. The
most important one is the Hertfordshire Way.
This is a long distance circular walk created in
1998. It has 16 legs and is 194 miles long. Leg
13, Hare Street to Bishops Stortford, 11.4 miles
in length, goes through Upwick Green, south
towards the northern end of Hadham Hall, and
then east towards Hadham Park and Bishops
Stortford. Other footpaths include –
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Buildings
St Cecilia’s Church is a Grade I listed building. The red brick wall with wall
ties along one edge of the churchyard belongs to the farmhouse. There are
a collection of houses on the site, an old 18th century farmhouse, the 1980’s
remodelled old rectory dating from 1875, a Victorian house, bungalows, and
two pairs of houses just north of the church.
There are also several other listed buildings –
•

Church End House – 55 metres south east of the Church – Grade II

•

East Forecourt wall at Hadham Hall -20 metres north east of the Hall
– Grade II

•

Garden wall at Church End House next to the Church path – Grade II

•

Garden walls on either side of Hadham Hall – Grade II

•

Gatehouse range at Hadham Hall 60 metres west of the Hall – Grade II

•

Hadham Hall – Grade II*

•

North and east boundary walls at Hadham Hall and ruins of the north
east pavilion – Grade II

•

Pump at Hadham Hall against the potting shed 80 metres north east of
Hall – Grade II

•

South forecourt wall at Hadham Hall to south east of Gatehouse
– Grade II

•

The old cottage at Hadham Hall 70 metres from north east of HallGrade II

•

Terrace walls, piers and steps at Hadham Hall, 70 metres of Hall – Grade II

•

Great Barn at Hadham Hall – Grade II

Hadham Hall is a major part of the history of Little Hadham. The site was
first settled by the Catevellauni, one of the Celtic tribes that resisted Julius
Caeser’s invasion in 53 BC. The first manor house was built by William,
Bishop of London. This is the origin of the name for Bishops Stortford.
Between 1504 and 1900 Hadham Hall was owned by the Capel family, and
then from 1900 until 1949, it was owned by the Minet family. From 1949
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until 1990 it became a secondary school. Since then,
further houses have been built on the estate which
is now run by a management committee.
Hadham Hall has 41 residences in total and two
businesses. There are about 15 detached houses,
mainly red brick, including 2 PVC weatherboard
houses. The old Edwardian stables has 8 homes in a
long terrace. The old barn, red brick with buttresses,
once the school hall, has been converted into
apartments. There are several listed parts of the Hall
including brick walls. The whole area is pleasant and
peaceful. It has a garden village atmosphere of its
own. The well proportioned facades of the houses
create an idyllic harmony.

Landmarks

Green and natural features

The Church is a listed building and key local
landmark, which can be appreciated from several
viewpoints due to its elevated positioning on high
ground above the river valley. Hadham Hall is also
listed and a sizeable, handsome and locally iconic
building. Though set well back from the road, the
presence of Hadham Hall is hinted at by the eyecatching avenue of mature trees leading to the
estate, which are prominent features that can be
seen from the A120.

There are tall oak, chestnut, yew and holly trees
in the churchyard, which add significantly to the
setting of the church and contribute to the overall
tranquil and somewhat secluded character of the
church grounds’.
In Hadham Hall, there is a large open green area
with a pond and willow trees. There are green
spaces between houses. It is an appealing green
and open area which provides an attractive setting
for all of the properties. The mature deciduous
trees, and the pond complete with water birds,
are a key quality of the area.
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Streetscape
Church End Hadham Industrial Estate is commercial. Surface areas are tarmac and hard surface to allow
vans and lorries to use the area. Beyond that, there are footpath signs. There is a seat in the churchyard.
Boundary treatments are walls to Church End Farmhouse, Capel House and hedges.
Hadham Hall has plenty of green areas, including grass verges in front of houses.

Views
Church End is high up the River Ash valley, so
there are views looking down towards the traffic
lights on the A120, and across to Albury and east
to Much Hadham. One especially charming view
is looking through the churchyard graves and
trees towards the Ash.
East of Hadham Hall along the signposted
footpath, there are views across the field
towards Hadham Park.

Spaces
These include •

St Cecilia’s Church – the churchyard which is
very peaceful and secluded. There is a large
green space between the church and the
Industrial Estate, which is crucial to providing
a degree of separation between these two
contrasting land uses and to protecting the
character of the listed church and its attractive
and tranquil grounds’.

•

Hadham Hall – There is lots of open space
on the site, including large green areas and
a tennis court for residents.
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Positive characteristics and features of
Church End and Hadham Hall
# St Cecilia’s Church, Grade I Listed
# Several Grade II Listed buildings and Grade I Listed Hall
# Hadham Hall with its pond, part of the old moat
# Views of the Ash Valley from the churchyard
# Many footpaths and byways intersecting the area
# Open fields and farmland surrounding the area
# No street lights

Negative features and potential threats
# Church End Industrial Estate
# Impact on the tranquil and historic rural village character
should a large number of dwellings come forward on the
Industrial Estate site
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CHARACTER AREA 3: Cradle End / Green Street and hadham park
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character area 3 analysis map
Church End
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Character Summary
The two hamlets of Cradle End and Green Street are a mile distant from the historic centre of
Little Hadham.
Instantly recognisable from the A120 by the iconic green copper roofs; Cradle End’s winding lane
with wide green verges marks the first entrance to the parish from Bishop’s Stortford. A blend of
architectural styles leads you away from the bustle of town into peaceful quiet country lanes.
Green Street is a particularly attractive hamlet and once even featured on ‘Escape to the
Country’! The lanes here are narrow, single track and the historic houses are nicely spaced out,
peeking from behind mature hedges with generous, well tended green verges. It is a popular
route for walkers, riders and runners as several, well signposted, picturesque footpaths run off
the main lane.
Hadham Park is a commercial estate, just north of the A120. It employs up to 100 people. Like
Church End Industrial Estate, about 1 mile further west along the A120, the site takes advantage of
the easy transport links along the A120, towards the A10 and the M11. The area is called after a 17th
century house named Hadham Park, a Listed Building, on the south eastern side of the site with
an access road from the A120.

Topography
The land in this area is at the top of the River Ash valley, a
flat plateau of mainly farmland. It straddles the A120 east
from the top of the river valley plateau. There are views
over the river valley in a westerly direction, about 1½ miles
from the traffic lights.

Land Uses
Hadham Park House is a Grade II listed building dating from
the 17th century. It is residential and the farm/out buildings
are let out for commercial use. These include car repairs
and a catering company. Most of the site is about 10 acres of
industrial units. The largest company is Connect Scaffolding,
a recently expanded business with new buildings and a large
new car park. The site is not attractive, but it does have two
advantages; it is hidden from view behind trees and away
from the A120, and provides local employment.
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Cradle End, south of Hadham Park, one of Little Hadham’s hamlets is just off the A120, and is residential.
Green Street, close by, is another pretty hamlet which lies on the road named after it. This road runs
parallel to the A120.

Layout
Cradle End has two right angle turns with the houses spaced out in an evolved ribbon development on
both sides of the road. Development is arranged in quite a uniform and orderly manner, with dwellings
quite evenly spaced and sharing a similar building line. Most have frontages to the road and all have
gardens, front and back. There are also grass verges in front of some houses.
Green Street has older houses, some of which have thatched roofs. These are all detached and most are on
large plots. Green Street has evolved from a group of farm workers cottages, some listed, on a single track
road to form a small ribbon development of some 16 houses. The houses are randomly placed on mixed
sized plots and neatly spaced out along the road, with the exception of a row of heavily restored cottages
sideways on. All of them have gardens, and some plots are large.
The road from the A120 on the opposite side goes through Cradle End, Bury Green, and meeting the C15
road at the War Memorial.

Roads, Streets and Routes
Cradle End is a turning off the A120 west of Bishops Stortford. The road leads on through Bury Green
down to the C15 at The Ford and is single track in places. Green Street is a turning off to the west running
parallel to the A120 which it joins at opposite Hadham Hall. There are rights of way across the fields to
The Ford to the south and Hadham Park to the north. A number of footpaths are to be found in the area.
These include –
•

FP 41 which goes north from Green Street to the A120

•

FP 40 to FP 42 to FP 43 and finally FP 44 provide a interesting and scenic route from the A120 to
Hadham Ford, about 2 miles in length. This route links to FP 44, 49, 50 and 51.

•

FP 32 and FP 33 join east of Cradle End and meet FP 15 on the way to the edge of Bishops Stortford
at Bishops Park Way.

•

FP 31 goes from Cradle End to Bury Green

•

FP 52 and FP 53 go from Millfield Lane to Hoecroft Lane and onto Acremore Street at Acreman’s Farm.
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Spaces
Cradle End and Green Street have some grass verges in front of
the houses, and there is a small triangular green half way up Green
Street, which acts as a central focal point around which several fine
listed buildings are arranged. Though in some cases of modest scale,
these green spaces make an important contribution to the local rural
character of the area.

Buildings
Hadham Park House dates from the 17th century. It is Grade II listed
as are 3 other buildings on the site. The eight industrial units are
large units with corrugated iron roofs. Some are joined together to
maximise floor space. They are about 20 feet in height. The other
Listed Buildings include –
•

Granary at Hadham Park – Grade II

•

The north barn at Hadham Park – Grade II

•

White Cottage – Grade II

•

May Cottages – Grade II

•

Att House – Grade II

Green Street Listed Buildings include –
•

The Old House – Grade II

•

Green Street Cottage and Beer House – Grade II

•

Hoop House – Grade II

•

Greencroft Cottage – Grade II

•

Mulberry Cottage – Grade II

•

The Thatched Cottage – Grade II

Cradle End Listed Buildings include •

Ivy Farm – Grade II
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Green Street is a linear narrow road and there
is small green half way along and set back from
the road.
At Cradle End the houses are a mixture of
bungalow, terraced, semi-detached and detached
residential buildings of varying ages. The oldest
are White Cottage and May Cottages which are
both Listed. The White Cottage is rendered with
a tiled roof and sash windows. May Cottages were
built with lathe and plaster but these have now
been extensively renovated.
Cradle End consists of 16 houses in all. There are
four ex-council houses (2 pairs of semi-detached
houses). These are pre-fabricated construction
with copper roofs. There is a pair of 1862 Victorian
cottages, modern detached houses, and modern
semi-detached ones.
The houses are built along both sides of the road.
The interesting collection of houses, some with

hedging at the front, and some without, does
create an orderly series of rural buildings.
Green Street has a wealth of Listed Buildings.
Some are built of lathe and plaster rendered, with
thatched roofs, some with tiled extensions. Att
House farmhouse is brick built with sash windows
and a tiled roof. The Thatched Cottage has
extensions and two porches with two eye brow
windows in the upper thatch. The older cottages
have small windows.
Newer bungalows, white rendered with tiled
roofs were built in the 1950’s onwards. There
are some Listed thatched barns in great need
of refurbishment. Green Street contains some
distinctive and interesting buildings. The narrow
lane, not a regular motorist route, provides
quiet rural tranquillity. Apart from the residents,
and their visitors, the only other users are the
postman, delivery vehicles and horse riders. It is
certainly a picturesque hamlet.

Landmarks
The green copper roofs at the Cradle End turning
off the A120 mark the entrance to the hamlets,
are notably distinct features. The triangular green
and surrounding verges along Green Street form
a memorable moment within the settlement.

Green and natural features
There is pond next to the house at Hadham
Park. The access road is tree lined. Hadham Park
House and its estate is triangular in shape, and is
surrounded by a triple layer of mature trees, with
a garden that extends south towards the A120.
Cradle End has lots of hedgerows and roadside
trees on either side of the road in front of houses.
There is also a small green on the first right hand
bend from the A.120. Green Street only has houses
for part of its length. After the last house going
west towards Millfield Lane, there are hedgerows
with fields behind on both sides of the sunken lane.
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This part of the lane is very narrow with only one
small passing place, causing difficulties when cars
do meet. In addition it has a couple of bends at
the narrowest point making sight lines when
driving difficult and so speed needs to be kept to
a minimum. There are many mature trees in the
hedgerows, and also garden specimens.

Streetscape
Cradle End and Green Street are typically rural
with houses set back from the road with deep
grass verges and hedgerows. Some houses have
gates. All the roads are tarmacked, though most
retain an informal, rural character being devoid
of formal road markings, and often edged by
grass verges.
There is a post box and Parish Council notice
board at Cradle End. There is a Cradle End sign
just off the A120 at the entrance to the hamlet
and another from Bury Green. At the road leading
to Green Street from Cradle End, there is a sign.

Views
There are views from Hadham Park to Hadham
Hall towards the west from the access road. On
the east side there is flat land and a footpath
which leads further along to the A120.
From Cradle End there are views east towards
Bishop’s Stortford.
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Positive characteristics and features of Hadham
Park, Cradle End and Green Street
# Area abuts the Green Belt, lots of open fields and farmland
# Many Listed Buildings
# Attractive hamlets of Cradle End and Green Street each with a
handsome and tranquil rural character
# Variety of interesting houses
# Lots of hedgerows and mature trees
# Fine views around the area
# No street lights
# Popular and picturesque walking, riding and running route along Green
Street and surrounding fields
# School bus service from Green Street and Cradle end to local schools

Negative features and potential threats
# Hadham Park Industrial Estate
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CHARACTER AREA 4: bury green
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Character Summary
Bury Green, like Cradle End and Green Street is a hamlet about a mile distant from the historic centre
of Little Hadham, and the Village Hall. It is also residential, but totally surrounded by farmland.
Bury Green itself benefits from a large number of attractive, historic homes surrounding the generous,
picturesque green. It represents a place of pride for the whole Parish, with occasional community events
held on the green.
Some new houses in Bury Green have been built on farm property Farm Place.
Close by there is also Silver Leys Polo Club ground with a club house, a polo field, practice and grazing
areas, together with stabling. The polo club is thought to be the oldest in the country, founded in 1894.
Close by, Little Hadham Cricket Club is located in Hoecroft Lane, (a byway), with its own pavilion.
About a ¼ mile NW of Bury Green is Millennium Wood adjacent to the polo fields and cricket ground.
The wood was established in 2000. It was owned by Glaxo Smith Klein before being sold privately but it
is used as a community asset. It is used on a regular basis by the local primary school for forest school,
and by the local community for events such as Easter Egg Hunts and nature watching. There are regular
sessions for volunteers to help with clearing and maintaining the wood, as well as developing its use
for learning.

Topography
The land surrounding the small hamlet of Bury
Green is flat with fine views of open countryside to
the east towards Bishops Stortford, and the south
towards Much Hadham.

Land Uses
Bury Green is mainly residential. There are also
stables and livery close by for the polo club. At
Clintons there are stables and livery, with some light
industrial units.
Bury Green is surrounded by farmland, mainly
agricultural and grazing, with polo fields to the west.
Bury Green and the roadside grassed areas are
Common Land owned by the Marquess of Salisbury
and leased to the Parish Council. The residential
areas are mainly grouped around the green and set
apart from one another with two cul-de-sacs of
more recent housing. There are also several wildlife
sites and large areas of archaeological significance.
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Layout
Bury Green is essentially a wide curved green about 200 metres long. There are extremely wide grass
verges on either side with houses set back about 20 metres from the road which flows through the middle.
Most of the houses surrounding The Green are individually listed buildings and structures set well apart
from one another with large gardens. Others are small semi-detached cottages and bungalows all on good
sized plots.
There are two cul-de-sacs of more modern properties. One is of terraced houses built originally by Allen
and Hanbury for their workforce with open fronts and gardens to the rear. The other is a modern cul-desac of mixed housing with open frontages and small gardens. Both are accessed from the Green.

Roads, streets and routes
The main thoroughfare runs through The Green from the A120 through Cradle End to The Ford. Millfield
Lane, a narrow lane with passing places, leaves The Green in a northerly direction to meet the A120. Both
roads are single track with no footpaths, edged by grass verges and are without road markings. The narrow
profile and simple appearance of these routes contribute positively to the area’s rural character.
Unfortunately, due to traffic build up at busy times on the A120, this road acts as a ‘rat run’ for motorists
trying to avoid the long queues at the traffic lights.
There are shared driveways off The Green and a lane down to Lower Farm and other properties
culminating in a green lane to Bishops Stortford. Hoecroft Lane, a byway, leads from Millfield Lane
to Acremore Street. It is about ½ mile long and passes the cricket club and polo club.
There is a network of rights of way connecting Bury Green to the surrounding hamlets of Green Street,
Cradle End and The Ford, and across to Much Hadham and Thorley and Bishops Stortford. There are
bridleways and two byways open to all traffic. These include –
•

Byway 45 which is Hoecroft Lane leading from Millfield Lane to Acremore Street

•

FP 28 which goes from Stocking Wood to Bridleway 29

•

FP 22 which goes south to Harvey’s Wood and meets other footpaths along its route

•

FP 21 which goes from Clintons south parallel to FP 22.

Spaces
The common land of Bury Green is a large village green and public space bisected by the road. The wide
grass verges are a real positive in the landscape, and a feature that highlights the visual quality of the
houses as well as the rural nature of the area.
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Buildings
Bury Green is rich in Listed Buildings, the most distinctive being
Clintons which is Grade II*. This is a timber-framed Tudor farmhouse
with many original features and fine carvings. It is in good condition
with original windows. Others of note are –
•

The Thatched Cottage, timber-framed, lathe and plaster, with
stone floors and traditional Hertfordshire thatched roof.

•

Lower Farm with fine barns now renovated for residential use.

There is a strong sense of conformity in the houses on either side of
the large green. It gives the appearance of being a village in its own
right, something true in the past with a now closed pub. Other Listed
buildings include –
Fronting the green •

Bury Green Farm cottages – Grade II

•

Bury Green farmhouse in Acremore Street – Grade II

•

Holly Tree Cottage – Grade II

•

The Old Cottage – Grade II

•

Rockwood Cottage – Grade II

•

The Bury – Grade II

•

Thatched Cottage (Acremore Street) – Grade II

Others •

Clintons, brewhouse, granary and cornbarn – Grade II*

•

Lower Farm, barn, north-east barn, outbuildings, stable– Grade II

•

Homecroft – Grade II

•

The Old Vineyard – Grade II

•

The Bungalow – Grade II

•

Meadow Cottage – Grade II

•

Hill Cottage – Millfield Lane – Grade II

•

K6 telephone kiosk south east of Bury Green cottages – Grade II
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The houses are single or two storeys with roofs of
thatch, tiles and slate. The barn conversions have
black shiplap timber with thatched roofs and a barn
at Lower Farm has a corrugated iron roof. Many
houses are timber framed with lathe and plaster,
some brick built. A pair of cottages facing the green
are rendered. There is a small amount of pargetting
to some walls.
Farm Place, a small cul-de-sac of houses was
built on land purchased from Glaxo. These are
sympathetically designed echoing the cream
painted render on Bury Green farmhouse, and
have slate roofs. The garages are black weatherboarded also with slate roofs, and are similar to the
agricultural buildings at Clintons. Behind Farm Place
is a large area of redundant, partly demolished
buildings previously owned by Glaxo Smith Klein,
with planning permission for a data centre.

Landmarks

Streetscape

Adjacent to the green is a very large chestnut
tree and a seat. The telephone box has been
converted into a community library, a valued
community facility, and one of two converted
telephone boxes in Little Hadham. Alongside it
is a post box and a Parish Council notice board.

Bury Green has village signs at both ends. The Grove
and Farm Place both have signage. There are also
footpath signs, and a bench to sit on and enjoy the
views across the Green.

Green and natural features

Bury Green is at the top of the plateau of the river
valley. There are views across The Green in every
direction, and one towards the north east where the
land does rise in a gentle gradient towards the A120.

There are hedges to properties and many fine,
large trees, with a willow at the pond on the
north side of The Green. The pond has bulrushes
on the south side. The verges are wide and The
Green is well kept. The Green features add to the
rural and verdant appearance of the whole area.

Views
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Positive characteristics and features of Bury Green
# Large attractive green, with the aesthetic value of mature trees and the pond, gives the feeling
of it being a village in its own right
# Local facilities close by, Silver Leys Polo Club, Little Hadham Cricket Club and Millennium Wood
# Several fine Listed Buildings on both sides of the Green, including Clintons Farm, Grade II*
Listed, which is just along the road
# A network of footpaths and rights of way in all directions from the Green to other hamlets and
parts of Little Hadham
# The area is surrounded by, and immersed in green fields and nature
# No street lights

Negative features and potential threats
# Possible overdevelopment of new homes on the Glaxo Smith Klein site
# Possibility of poor design of new houses not in keeping with surrounding area
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CHARACTER AREA 5: Hadham ford
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character area 5 analysis map
Hadham ford
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Character Summary
Set around the River Ash, Hadham Ford has not
grown very much in the last one hundred and
forty years.
Much of the land surrounding Hadham Ford is
farmed and some is bordered by the golf course,
previously farmland. All the kilns, lime, brick
and chalk, and the gravel pit are no longer active
together with the Congregational Chapel.
Hadham Ford was designated a Conservation Area
in 1981 to protect its heritage of old buildings,
rural aspect and farming community. It has gained
some Local Council housing in the post-war years
although many are now privately owned and there
is little purpose-built, low-cost housing.
The village has a well-used Village Hall, bringing
the wider community together and providing a
meeting place for all the local organisations with
space for a part-time doctor’s consulting room and
twice weekly Post Office. The Hall is the venue for
Gardening Club Shows, Antiques Fairs, a monthly
Farmers’ Market, local clubs, mother and toddler
group and the annual Pantomime. The village
children enjoy the playgrounds and football field.
Hadham Ford is an attractive place of wellmaintained properties. It is rich in wildlife sites,
with a Site of Special Scientific Interest and
because of its history, large areas of Archaeological

Significance and Heritage Assets. The Conservation
Area contains 26 Listed Buildings, barns and other
items, including the Village Pump; there is also a
wealth of old, unlisted buildings, outhouses and walls
producing a hamlet rich in built history.

Land Uses
The developed area is mostly residential and
contains the only public house in the village, the
Nag’s Head, and the well used Village Hall, built for
the village in 1972.
One large and one small playground provide
recreation and a meeting place for children of
all ages, with picnic tables and seats. There are
well-tended allotments to the south of the village
including a grassed area with apple trees and a seat.
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Roads, streets and routes
The main route through the Ford is the C.15, a single
carriageway road which runs north/south from
Much Hadham High Street to the traffic lights at
The Ash and beyond towards Albury.
The two steep roads off are Ford Hill to the east
which is a narrow lane with hedges which winds
through Acremore Street, Bury Green and Cradle
End to meet the A.120 to the east; and Chapel
Lane, to the west, an equally narrow lane leading to
Westland Green, with fields and hedges on either
side, and on down to the A.120 at Standon, and is
also single track in places.
Beginning at The Pump there is a well-used tarmac
footpath, no. 48 on the east side of the C.15 which
runs past the Village Hall and on towards The Ash
to the Primary School. Also from the Pump are
footpaths nos. 44, 43 and 42 going across the fields
passing the Silver Leys Polo Club and Cricket Field at
Bury Green and on to Bishop’s Stortford meeting up
with other footpaths on the way.
The cul-de-sac known as the Ridgeway has a
footpath to all the houses and footpaths nos. 54
and 55 lead to the A.120. Along the west side of the
C.15 the footpaths are not continuous as the road
narrows in places and property boundaries abut
the road.
There are rights-of way-off all the roads leading
in every direction, criss-crossing the fields to
destinations such as the Church, other hamlets
and the main roads. Footpaths and bridleways are
well-marked and well-used and the byway open to
all traffic, no. 45 joins the Ford with Bury Green
and is a favourite ride for horses.
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Open Spaces
There are two, well-equipped playing fields at the northern end of The Ford, one next to the Village Hall
car park with play equipment for all ages including a zip-wire, slide and shelter and a small football field.
The smaller one at the Ridgeway is also popular.
Ford Field allotments were provided for the residents and are used by people in the village; they include
a pleasant, open mown space with fruit trees.
There is a large parking area for patrons of the Village Hall and the playground, and small parking areas
for residents at Ford Field and the Ridgeway.
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Buildings
Hadham Ford is rich in historic buildings which sit naturally in the surrounding countryside giving it its special character. Except for the terraces, none of the
properties matches its neighbour in style or age giving an interesting and pleasantly varied aspect. The properties are all single or two storeys, only the listed Old
Brick House on Ford Hill has a third floor of attic rooms under Tudor chimneys. The larger listed houses are generally detached with two storeys, extensions and
outhouses. Construction is mixed, with Tudor bricks and red-tiled roofs, some are lathe and plaster with render and some with panelled pargetting and thatched
roofs. One of the smaller ones is of local chalk block construction, rendered, with a slate roof and a large barn of the same materials once used as a blacksmith
and wheelwright.
The Congregational Chapel, now being converted to a house, is built of red brick and has attractively patterned brick elevations with a concrete tile roof and
timbered porch. Ashford House also has patterned brickwork with contrasting string courses in red and cream (decorative horizontal banding with quoins) with
dilapidated outhouses in brick with red tiled roofs, and old stabling at the end of the garden. The garden wall facing onto Chapel Lane has the large date of 1869,
picked out in blue engineering bricks and there is a similar date on the front wall of the adjacent, redbrick Ford Cottages, sadly now bisected by a small window
but adding to the charm of the row. The Tudor Ashmeads House has notable carved gables and leaded windows and is set down lower than the road.
Further down the road the narrow Sadler’s Cottage is one room deep and thatched, with thatched eyebrow windows to the upper storey. Opposite is a similar
house, also one room deep, thatched with modern extensions to the rear, once three cottages, with attractive pargetting above shiplap boarding and having
leaded lights like its neighbour.
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Picturesque Home Farm sits at the top of the hill in
Chapel Lane and is Georgian, rendered externally
and painted white with some pargetting. The
chimneys are tall and two are linked. Due to various
alterations over the years there is a wide variety of
windows: small-pane leaded lights, sashes, sliding
Yorkshire sashes and casements. It is surrounded
by the local brick and flint wall, which can be seen
in many other properties.

tiled roofs with long narrow gardens some going
down to the river; some have original sash windows
while others have been replaced or have new uPVC.

The three modern, detached houses, each slightly
different from its neighbour, replaced The Fox public
house in the late 1960s. They have two storeys
and are brick built with red tiled roofs and integral
garages. Also built in the post-war period were a few
brick-built bungalows, some detached, some semidetached on good sized plots. Maisonettes and flats
at Shellands, built by the local authority, have small
gardens at the rear and long front gardens giving
an open aspect to an undistinguished building but
redeemed by the brick and flint wall in front. The
Ridgeway is a small cul-de-sac of semi-detached,
cream-painted and rendered houses, also built by
the local authority, with open fronts and gardens to
the rear looking onto farmland, now mostly privately
owned and extended.

Most of the older properties are built from
locally-made bricks and materials from the local
brickworks giving a cohesion to the construction
and appearance of this area and making it unlike
the rest of the hamlets in the parish.

Ford Field was built by East Herts Council in the
1970s and are of red brick with red tiled roofs. They
are a mixture of small, single storey bungalows built
for elderly people in order to free up large houses
on the Council estates. Some have very small
gardens and are equipped with grab rails, lower
window sills and provided with a clothes-drying area
on a grassed plot. Attached are flats at a higher level
accessed by steps, with no gardens.
The terraced properties are mainly artisans’
cottages, redbrick or yellow stocks with slate or red

The black, shiplap clad barns which have been
converted to residential use from granaries and
piggeries, and even a coffin-maker’s workshop, all
blend well into the surrounding houses and have
been restored in accordance with the Conservation
Area policy and are now in good condition.

Landmarks
The Village Hall with its wrought-iron sign board
made by the local blacksmith is the first landmark
encountered coming south along the C.15, followed
by the red K6 telephone kiosk, now a book-swap
with a red post box set into the wall at The Old Post
Office. The Nag’s Head public house is a prominent
and distinct building in the heart of the community,
and also provides a central hub and local attraction.
There is a white and black painted Village Pump
with its railings, tiles and well-tended roses, and
a seat, and adjacent hand-carved, wooden village
sign, made for the millennium by a local woodwork
teacher, which is set into circular brick seating. To
the south, the War Memorial is set in stone paving
on a low walled, grass triangle.
Other landmarks are a thatched bothy on Ford Hill,
Home Farm with its distinctive black barns and the
Congregational Chapel on Chapel Lane.
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Green and natural features
The Ford is surrounded by farmland and
meadows copses and woods with ancient trees
including oak, sycamore, beech, hornbeam and
chestnut. The field hedgerows are hawthorn,
blackthorn with its sloes, field maple and elder
whilst the garden hedges include laurel, beech,
hawthorn and holly with two tall yew trees and
a yew hedge to the Congregational Chapel.
The garden trees are mixed varieties, some
very old and include cherry, oak, silver birch
and ornamentals providing blossom in the spring
and berries in the autumn. The verges are wide,
grassed, well-kept with picturesque blossom trees.
The River Ash rises north of Furneaux Pelham
and runs through the village and on down to
Ware where it joins the Lea. It has been widened
in places to avoid flooding but winds its own way
through the fields fed by springs. Willow trees
surround a pond on Chapel Lane, with flags and
reeds. Brick Hill rises steeply from the river and
is dotted with brambles and blackthorn bushes,
harebells, yarrow, coltsfoot and other flowers
and is frequented by the small muntjac deer,
rabbits and foxes and smaller creatures and
insects, and with red kites circling overhead.
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Streetscape
There are wooden gateway-type posts, finger
posts for footpaths, bridleways and green lanes,
and directional signs to other hamlets.
The Parish Council has two notice boards, and
Ford Barn has the painted notice board for St.
Cecilia’s Church on its street side. Three sodium
street lights illuminate the steps at Ford Field.
Boundary treatments are traditional red brick and
flint walls with capping, some houses have picket
fencing, some tall fencing and mixed hedges.
Most driveways and parking areas are gravelled,
one or two are paved and there is one set of
electric gates. The pub has a low wall in front
containing a paved area with picnic-type tables
and menu board.

Views
There are important views into the Ford from
the footpaths on high ground to the east and
west extending for about half a mile. From Ford
Hill, there is a fine view over the golf course and
fields to the west for about three quarters of a
mile. From the C.15 road there are interesting
views of old houses in both directions and from
the top of Chapel Lane can be seen Westland
Green to the north and Much Hadham to the
south approximately two miles away. There are
attractive views from New Road down into the
Ash Valley overlooking Bridgefoot Farm with
its sheep and horses and from the top of Brick
Hill a wide panorama north, south and west
over the fields and houses at The Ford. From
the Ridgeway there are views east to Muggins
Wood half a mile away.
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Positive characteristics and features of Hadham Ford
# Many listed buildings and historic interest
# Contains the village sign and pump landmarks
# Contains the Pub and Village Hall with weekly Post Office and Doctors
# Includes two children’s playgrounds
# Traditional red phone box has been turned into mini library
# Green and verdant village appearance with mature trees, hedgerows,
grass verges and adjoining rural setting
# Numerous handsome views

Negative features and potential threats
# Some street lighting
# Occasional flooding
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CHARACTER AREA 6: westland green
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character area 6 analysis map
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Character Summary
Westland Green is a small but spread out hamlet to the west of Hadham Ford on the edge of the
Parish. This part of the Parish does not have any specific community facilities and is particularly rural
in feel, benefiting from a high number of mature trees. The houses are well spaced out, large and on
generous plots.

Topography
Westland Green is 112 metres above sea level on a flat plateau of land with sloping undulations down
to the River Ash. Aside from agricultural and golfing uses this area is well forested.

Land Uses
At its northern boundary, Westland Green itself is Common Land grazed by the local farmer and
owned by the Marquess of Salisbury, two open areas bisected by the road. The areas to the west and
south of the Green consist of 43 scattered residential properties with a plumbing business, antiques
business, and Ash Valley Golf Club which covers half the land in the hamlet. The land surrounding the
area and beyond is used for agriculture and grazing, and the golf course is laid out on land previously
used for farming, and planted with native trees. The farm’s attractive old barns are still standing and
are now used for the maintenance machinery for the golf course. To the east there is a newly planted
vineyard producing wine, with apple and pear trees, which extends to approximately four acres.
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Layout
The larger houses at Westland Green are set on very large, wooded plots in an informal and slightly
haphazard layout and mostly set well back from the lanes. Most houses face the lanes but some have
driveways leading to properties built at different angles. Some have electric gates and other properties
cannot be seen from the road due to trees and high hedges.

Roads, streets and routes
The Westland Green road is a leafy winding lane that runs from Chapel Lane at The Ford, across the
Green to Wellpond Green and on down to Standon on the A.120. It is very narrow, single track in places
with unmade tracks to some properties. There are three byways open to all traffic, no. 10 which is
maintained by the local authority across one half of the Green, No. 2 which leads to Wellpond Green and
nos 10 and 11. Bridleway no. 12 is a circular ride and footpaths nos. 1,3,4,54, and 56 branch out across the
fields to the A.120, Hadham Ford, Much Hadham and Bromley.

Spaces
The Common Land is registered to the Marquis of Salisbury as Westland Green and comprises
approximately 30 acres rented to the local farmer for a hay crop. Also included in the Gascoyne Cecil
holding are some verges and Pigs Green, a small triangle of open land where three roads diverge.
The Ash Valley Golf course, opened in 1994 and replaced arable fields, consists of approximately
200 acres laid out for 18 holes and is crisscrossed by footpaths.
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Buildings
The Tithe Map of 1884 shows there was a scattering of half a dozen
small properties and most are now well-restored Listed buildings of
great historic interest and contribute significantly to the Heritage Assets
of the village. These include Anstey Cottage, dating from 1663, timber
framed and plastered with close-studded walls on all sides. The Hatch,
a pretty thatched cottage dates from the early 1600s with an eyebrow
dormer window; it is weather-boarded with some pargetting and
modern casements.
Most Listed houses date from the 16th and 17th centuries and have been
renovated, updated and extended over the years. These include Sharpes
Farmhouse, an attractive timber-framed house; Norton Cottage, part of
an old estate, timber-framed and plastered with three eyebrow dormers
to its thatched roof.
Improvements to other Listed buildings include Harley House, 17th
century or earlier, altered and extended in 1920, with an Arts and Crafts
timbered entrance.
A most interesting Listed building is Westfield, 16th century and enlarged
in the 17th, timber-framed and brick with old red tiles. The 18th century
extension is part plastered with a weather-boarded apron; mullioned
windows, leaded lattice windows with iron casements. The brewhouse
attached is built of brick, also red tiled, with original diamond mullioned
unglazed wooden windows, all set in attractive surrounds with walls
and outhouses.
The Listed barns at Westfield, Westfield Farm, and Ebury Lodge are
traditional Hertfordshire black shiplap boarding, some thatched, one
with a large corrugated roof.
Since the War, sheds, barns and huts were enlarged to become large,
prominent houses built in the suburban style, in redbrick, timber or
rendered, with one very large, modern property.
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Landmarks
The wooded areas indicate the beginning of Westland Green and, having crossed the Green itself, Sharpes Farmhouse on the right-hand side is prominent, with Bury
Lodge and its large, thatched black barn on the left. From the Standon direction there is a small triangle of grass with a sign post. At the Pigs Green junction there is
a red post box, a bench and a Parish Council notice board.

Green and natural features
Westland Green is heavily wooded with a mixture of woodland and ornamental trees, concealing many properties already hidden behind high hedges
of hawthorn and laurel. There are many fine trees, old oaks and a large willow close to the Green. The wide grass verges are trimmed, with bushes and
rhododendrons. There are many fallen trees and tangled undergrowth providing good wildlife sites. Native trees have been planted on the golf course,
aspens, oaks and other woodland varieties and in the summer the drainage ditches are full of wild flowers and butterflies. Several ponds also provide wildlife
sites one is part of an old moat at Westfield, others are over-grown.

Streetscape
The lanes are rural, tarmacked and with rough tracks off. At Pigs Green the triangle has a bench and Parish Council notice board, and a red post box on a post.
Boundary treatments are very mixed, some high fences, hedges and with wooden and iron gates, some electric.

Views
The views through the winding lanes are very attractive with many trees on either side. The land is flat but there are views to the north looking over the Green for
about three quarters of a mile. There are panoramic views from the top eastern corner of the golf course looking to the west down over the Ash Valley to the Ford
and beyond. Following the Westland Green Road west from the Green there are views across open fields to the north towards Albury and south towards Much
Hadham and beyond.
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Positive characteristics and features of Westland Green
# Heavily wooded and peaceful
# Generous sized plots and spread out houses
# No street lighting
# Good number of Listed and historic buildings

Negative features and potential threats
# Used as a rat run to avoid traffic
# No community services / facilities
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7. conclusions
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Summary of local character and defining qualities
Little Hadham Parish has a particularly strong and distinct rural character, which can be attributed to the following factors:
•

It is a green and picturesque, undulating, partially wooded arable landscape, shaped by the River Ash, which itself forms a unique natural feature that runs
through the very core of the Parish.

•

A series of dispersed historic villages and hamlets that populate the Parish, which nestle into their countryside context and share a harmonious relationship
with their landscape setting. These settlements have evolved in a very slow and incremental manner, retaining much of their historic character and generally
remained faithful to their original layouts and structures, and also enjoying very little light pollution.

•

A sizeable proportion of historic buildings and structures, many of which are now designated heritage assets.

•

A verdant, enclosed, informal and distinctly rural character with many of the roads and lanes that lead through the Parish settlements, typically being of a
narrow profile, edged by grass verges and dense hedgerow and tree planting, and without road markings and minimal signage.

The above represents a broad summary of those overarching characteristics that are generally applicable to the entire Parish. Locally distinct characteristics
and specific attributes and qualities of individual settlements are discussed in further detail across the individual Character Area summaries.
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Locality distinct building forms
and materials
The Parish displays a wide-variety of architectural
forms and languages, which have been borne
from its long history and the slow, gradual
growth of the individual settlements. Within
this catalogue of building styles, there is a
relative abundance of traditional timber and
thatched dwellings, and in simple terms, these
two materials represent the most locally distinct
construction materials and building aesthetics.
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Key conclusions and recommendations
Based on the commentary set out within
this Character Assessment, the following
recommendations are made in order to
promote and reinforce local distinctiveness,
and to ensure that the unique and locally
distinct character of Little Hadham is maintained:
•

•

•

Much of Little Hadham’s building stock displays
a very strong and locally distinct style. A high
percentage of traditional properties with design,
appearance and materials intrinsically linked to
the local area and its historic development. New
development proposals should seek to draw
inspiration from local vernacular architecture and
recognised buildings of heritage value (as denoted
on the various Character Area Analysis Maps at
Section 6). However, poor replications of existing
styles and the progression of pastiche designs is
discouraged. Carefully considered, well-designed,
high quality, modern interpretations of local
traditional styles are encouraged.
Development proposals should recognise and seek to
reinforce the distinct local character in relation to the
height, scale, spacing, layout, orientation, detailing, and
façade arrangements and proportions of new buildings.

an appropriate from of boundary treatment, as it
typically has a harmful effect on local character, and
its use is therefore discouraged.
•

Approaches into the Parish settlements are generally
pleasing, with an appropriately gradual and wellmanaged transition from countryside to village setting.
Development proposals should be designed to maintain
the rustic, rural appearance of these approaches
into the Parish settlements, through the retention of
existing roadside planting, and where necessary, the
introduction of new landscaping.

•

Settlement edges are generally soft and verdant,
responding positively to the adjoining rural landscape
setting. All proposals for new development should seek
to integrate into their settlement’s landscape setting
in a similar manner and avoid creating unsatisfactory,
overly hard edges to the settlement. This can be
achieved by (1) retaining or creating views through
the development into the settlement centre, (2)
varying the scale, form, positioning and orientation
of the buildings which comprise the development
and (3) by retaining existing landscape features such
as trees and hedgerows and introducing further similar
planting. Standardised belts of landscaping along new
developments should be avoided.

•
Fragmentation of frontage treatments through the
removal of trees, hedgerows, shrubbery and grass
verges should be resisted. The retention of such
existing green features, which characterise much
of the Parish’s roadside environment, is crucial to
protecting local character. New developments should
•
seek to utilise either red brick/flint walling or hedgerows
(or a combination of both) as the primary boundary
treatment. Iron or timber is the preferred material
for gates. Off-the-shelve panel fencing is not deemed

Landscaping should be local in character and formed
of appropriate tree and hedgerow species. Overly
exposed, poorly designed, and/or inappropriately
located edge-of-settlement developments, which
fail to achieve suitably soft and planted edges and
gateways, should be resisted.
Subdivision of residential plots and development within
existing gardens, which can disrupt established plot and
building patterns, and also result in the loss of green
space and planted features, should be resisted.
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•

Introduction of new, higher density
residential development clusters into
this rural village context could erode the
existing village layout and development
patterns. To date, the settlements of Little
Hadham have largely been developed
in a slow and incremental fashion along
the established road network. More
expansive, self-contained residential
clusters that deviate from established
development patterns would likely disrupt
local character.

•

The settlements of Little Hadham display
well-defined village envelopes, with
clearly established developed extents.
Over the past 100 years development has
largely been accommodated within these
boundaries, and settlements have managed
to resist any notable sprawl or outward
ribbon development, with the combined
developments of The Smithy and Lloyd
Taylor Close at the Ash representing the
only significant exception to this rule.
Where possible, future development
should be accommodated within existing
established village boundaries, with infill
development representing the most
appropriate development approach.

•

Little Hadham possesses numerous

locally distinct and handsome villagescape
and landscape views towards key natural
and built assets and landmarks. Future
developments should seek to retain and
enhance these important views, which
are denoted on the Character Area
Analysis Maps at Section 6. Opportunities
to create new, distinct views as part of
new development proposals should
be encouraged.
•

Across the Parish settlements, the road
network typically displays a pleasingly
informal, rural character. The formalising
of the internal road networks is a threat
and measures such as the introduction
of tarmaced surfaces with formal road
markings, installation of raised kerbs along
road edges, the loss of grass verges, and
the erection of standardised street signage
and lighting should be avoided. In new
developments tree planting and informal
landscaping should be included to help
green and soften access routes. Dark or
‘urban’ surface material colours such as
black asphalt or grey paving should be
avoided, and instead, materials such as resin
bonded gravel or coloured asphalt should
be used. Where possible, kerb upstands
should be avoided, and instead a flush kerb
or edging should be used. Highways signage
and formal road surface markings should be
kept to a minimum.
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